DAUGHTERS OF

CHARITY

“On behalf of each Daughter of Charity
serving our brothers and sisters, we thank
you for the encouragement you give us on our
journey to the periphery of human suffering
where we know God … and with our daily
commitment, we want to witness to the poor,
like the God of the little ones,
the God of hope.”
God bless you!
- a Daughter of Charity
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go to the periphery of
HUMAN SUFFERING

… and a little child will lead them …
Isaiah 11:6
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Christmas 2019
Dear Friend of the Daughters of Charity,
The light in the eyes of even the poorest child shows the joy and hope and trust they
expect to see in our world. But that light can dim to despair as time proves that no one
is going to help them reach their potential.
You can help to keep those eyes shining into the future by your direct help through
the Daughters of Charity programs in impoverished regions of our world.
In a very tangible way, the hope of children is the hope of the
world. A child’s vision of a good world can be realized with
commitment to social supports and education that are needed to
make that vision their reality. In turn, the world will become
better for everyone. Each generation’s dedication to happy,
healthy children improves the trajectory for everyone’s future.
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The biblical vision in Isaiah, “and a little child will lead them,”
begins as natural enemies learn to live together and protect the
young of their weaker neighbors.
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You can be a part of making this change for today’s children
through your donation. You will help change the trajectory
of our world.
Warm Christmas Blessings to you and all those you love,
UN SDG

Sister Mary Louise Stubbs
Daughter of Charity
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P.S. Will you consider making a donation today in honor of that “special child” in your life?
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